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Fully Cloud Based Solution
Beyond Attendance is a cloud based Time and
Attendance and Access Control solution
requiring no on-site server or desktop
installations.
The website is fully mobile friendly allowing
you to access your data from any PC, Tablet
or cell phone with an active internet
connection.
All data is backed up daily across multiple
locations to ensure data integrity and
guaranteed uptime.

Scaled Pricing Model
The product has a scaled pricing model
allowing you to choose the offering that best
suits your needs and offers maximum value
for money.
Beyond Attendance is a Software As A
Service (SaaS) offering so there are no fixed
contract terms locking you in. Additionally,
your monthly bill can vary depending on the
number of active users on the system.

Multiple Biometric Options
Full support for a wide range of biometric
devices.
Available options include fingerprint, facial
recognition, blood vessel mapping and thermal temperature detection.
Additional options for smaller teams include
USB based units that can link directly into a
POS system to allow for scanning in and out.
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Multisite Control
Due to the system being web based, multiple
sites can be control from a single centralised
location.
The additional benefit of the devices linking up
in real time allows for immediate data
retrieval without the need for store
managers manually sending time sheets and
other documentation to head office.

Configurable Shift Rules
Work rules can be customised down to an
individual level if needed. The system can
cater for automatic deduction of lunch and
tea breaks, removal of duplicated scans and
automated rounding of start and end times.
An additional module also allows for
automatic detection and assigning of shifts
based off users start and end times using
Machine Learning technology.

Access Control
Supports integration with all turnstiles allowing greater control of movement within the
factory and monitoring of restroom and
changeroom visits.
The system can also be integrated with magnetic door locks to secure reception doors
and storerooms.
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Customisable Reporting
Beyond Attendance allows for customised
reporting to match your needs. Reports can
also be created in multiple different formats.
The system also allows for external data
points to be connected, perfect for analytics
across multiple business units.
Integration with business tools such as SAP
and Power BI is also supported.

Payroll Integration
Full support is provided for all major payroll
systems including, Pastel, VIP, Sage One and
SAP.
Leave can also be exported from the system
provided your payroll system supports this
feature.
Excel Reporting can also be utilised for the
creation of manual payroll template.

Multiple Users
Beyond Attendance allows for multiple users
to have access to the system, perfect for
large organisations.
Users can have limited access depending on
their roll and can even be limited to certain
teams or departments within the business.
Administrator approval can also be enabled
when dealing with multiple teams spread over
large geographic areas.

